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Learn to mix virtually any skin tone in oil, acrylic, and watercolor paints with the recipes and
acrylic mixing grid in Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits.
Everyone is capable of drawing, all it takes is patience and determination. Yet many people
see drawing as a miracle that is beyond their reach. This book will inspire you and help you get
started. You will learn how to draw and shade everyday objects, textures, patterns, facial
features and even landscapes with the help of the experienced drawing instructor. The author
and popular pencil artist, Jasmina Susak, builds drawings from scratch in a simple manner that
is easy to follow and understand.
From achieving those first professional strokes to mastering composition, lighting, and color to
finishing beautiful still lifes, portraits, and landscapes, here is a course that covers every basic
skill as well as more challenging lessons for the developing artist.
MuVi4 is part of the Fifth International Congress “Synaesthesia: Science & Art” Palacio
Abacial and Convento Capuchinos, Alcalá la Real, Jaén, Spain, 16-19th May 2015 Museo
Casa de lo Tiros, Granada, 19-23th May 2015

This book serves as an introduction to the key elements of good illustration. The
Illustration Idea Book presents 50 of the most inspiring approaches used by masters of
the field from across the world. Themes covered include creating characters, symbol
and metaphor, illustrated lettering, inventing worlds, and caricature. The result is an
instantly accessible, inspiring, and easy to understand guide to illustration using
professional techniques.
Antes de comenzar a dibujar una cabeza humana debemos saber dibujar
correctamente las diferentes partes del rostro. Cada una de las partes de un rostro
presenta caractersticas muy nicas segn el sexo y la composicin racial. Un ojo de
una persona oriental es muy diferente al de una anglosajona as como se diferencian
tambin el resto de sus partes.En este libro aprenders a dibujar la estructura bsica
de cada una de las partes del rostro humano y a caracterizar diferentes razas, sexo y
expresiones faciales.Podrs dibujar los ojos, la nariz, la boca y las orejas de personas,
aprenders gradualmente ciertos fundamentos y tcnicas bsicas de laanatoma de la
cabeza humana para realizar tus propios dibujos.Identificars las diferencias entre el
rostro masculino y uno femenino y otras caractersticas anatmicas siguiendo los
ejemplos y modelos que te presentamos en este libro.
Para desarrollar tu talento necesitas considerar dos factores fundamentales: interés y
práctica. Este método es simple y sencillo: inicia con la línea, continúa transformando
la línea en figuras y cuerpos geométricos y termina aplicando la geometría en los
dibujos ¿por qué? simple, nuestro mundo es geométrico.
Matches anatomical information with surface forms and shows how anatomical
knowledge can be used for selective emphasis as well as for realism in art, using
drawings by masters and the author to clarify points made in the text
Creating stylish sketches by hand is easy and fun with this inspiring guide. Freehand breaks
down basic drawing techniques into bite-sized chunks, and reveals their practical application in
dazzling examples by today's coolest artists. Over 200 innovative works of art demonstrate all
the fundamentals—line, tone, composition, texture, and more—and are presented alongside
friendly text explaining the simple techniques used to achieve each stylish effect. The final
section of the book offers aspiring artists essential reference materials to hone their drafting
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skills and practice what they've learned. Petite in size but comprehensive in scope, this hip
handbook will teach artists of all skill levels how to find their personal drawing style and start
making amazing sketches.
Based originally on Dewey's lectures on esthetics, this book is considered the most
distinguished work ever written by an American on the formal structures and characteristic
effects of all the arts.
The fiftieth anniversary edition of the essay that is now recognized as the first major work of
feminist art theory—published together with author Linda Nochlin’s reflections three decades
later. Many scholars have called Linda Nochlin’s seminal essay on women artists the first real
attempt at a feminist history of art. In her revolutionary essay, Nochlin refused to answer the
question of why there had been no “great women artists” on its own corrupted terms, and
instead, she dismantled the very concept of greatness, unraveling the basic assumptions that
created the male-centric genius in art. With unparalleled insight and wit, Nochlin questioned
the acceptance of a white male viewpoint in art history. And future freedom, as she saw it,
requires women to leap into the unknown and risk demolishing the art world’s institutions in
order to rebuild them anew. In this stand-alone anniversary edition, Nochlin’s essay is
published alongside its reappraisal, “Thirty Years After.” Written in an era of thriving feminist
theory, as well as queer theory, race, and postcolonial studies, “Thirty Years After” is a striking
reflection on the emergence of a whole new canon. With reference to Joan Mitchell, Louise
Bourgeois, Cindy Sherman, and many more, Nochlin diagnoses the state of women and art
with unmatched precision and verve. “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” has
become a slogan and rallying cry that resonates across culture and society. In the 2020s,
Nochlin’s message could not be more urgent: as she put it in 2015, “There is still a long way
to go.”
Briefly surveys the principles governing human development, and argues that policies in art
education must take into account cultural values, development level, and individual differences

Synaesthesia: Theoretical, artistic and scientific foundations Editorial Board Sean
A. Day (Trident Technical College, USA. President of the American Synesthesia
Association) Maria José De Córdoba (Granada University, Department of
Drawing) Emilio G. Milán (Granada University, Department of Experimental
Psychology) Ed Hubbard (Vanderbilt University, Department of Psychology and
Human Development) Dina Riccò (Politecnico di Milano University, Department
of Design) Editorial Staff Edited by: Maria Josè De Cordoba, Dina Riccò, Sean
Day The three editors have worked in collaboration on the entire book. In
particular: M.J. De Cordoba has edited chapters I.2, I.4, I.5., II.2, II.6, II.7, II.8; D.
Riccò chapters I.1, I.3, II.1, II.3, II.4, II.5; and Sean Day has edited the English
revision of the whole book. Chapters written in native English by the respective
authors: I.1, I.2, I.5, II.1. English translation from Spanish: Julia López de la Torre
Lucha (Foreword, Preface, chapters I.4, II.2, II.7, II.8); Donald Hubert Duffy III
(chapter II.5). English Translation from Italian: Margaret Wood / Intras Congressi
Bologna (chapters I.6, II.4), Peter Deville (chapter I.3), John Lander, Annarita
Guidi and Maria Catricalà (chapter II.3). English Translation from Russian: Anton
V. Sidoroff-Dorso (Chapter II.6). Special thanks to Timothy B. Layden. Graphic
coordination: Dina Riccò Graphic design: Giulia Martimucci Visual: Alessandro
Zamperini © 2014 Ediciones Fundación Internacional ArteCittà, Granada (Spain)
Original Title: Sinestesia. Los fundamentos teóricos, artísticos y científicos, by
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Maria José De Cordoba, Dina Riccò et al. First Spanish Edition published in 2012
by Ediciones Fundación Internacional Artecittà (Granada, Spain) eBook Edition
ISBN: 978-84-939054-9-1 D.L.: GR 1383-2014 (14.07.2014) Produced by
Fundación Internacional Artecittà, Granada, Spain Printed Edition ISBN:
978-84-939054-6-0 D.L.: GR 1382-2014 (14.07.2014) Printing: Imprenta Del
Carmen, Granada, Spain First English Edition: July 2014
Let the fantastic vision of Guillermo del Toro guide your tarot practice with this
sumptuously illustrated deck inspired by the haunting world of the award-winning
filmmaker. From the macabre world of Guillermo del Toro comes a deliciously
twisted take on a traditional seventy-eight-card tarot deck. Designed and
illustrated by Tomás Hijo, this deck features sumptuous original artwork inspired
by the themes, imagery, and characters of some of del Toro’s most popular
films, including Pan’s Labyrinth, Crimson Peak, and The Shape of Water.
Featuring both major and minor arcana, the set also comes with a helpful
guidebook explaining each card’s meaning, as well as a simple introduction to
creating and reading spreads. Packaged in a collectible gift box, this imaginative
set is the perfect gift for del Toro collectors and tarot enthusiasts alike.
A beautifully illustrated, easy-to-navigate guide to creating contemporary
watercolors, pairing full-page paintings with insights and tips for artists. Featuring
200 of the best works of young, modern watercolor painters, paired with bitesized painting tips and art instruction, Just Add Watercolor gives aspiring artists
access to information about--and examples of--top work in the medium. Artist and
instructor Helen Birch breaks down each painting by techniques, subject matter,
and tools, providing art enthusiasts and painters with a one-stop resource and
gallery of the best that modern watercolor has to offer. Its small trim size with one
painting per spread provides a bold, but user-friendly alternative to traditional,
process-heavy painting instruction texts. Just Add Watercolor shines the spotlight
on featured paintings, while still giving readers all the insights needed to get
started painting in this popular medium.
Just Draw Botanicals presents a collection of 90 beautiful botanical images by
contemporary artists from around the world. Dip-in for advice or flick through the
pages for inspiration. Each image is accompanied by a short introduction,
information on the approaches, techniques and tools used, and useful tips.
Advice covers composition, colour, painting techniques and tips for working with
plants. This is the perfect guide for artists and art lovers alike.
Without shading, even a beautiful drawing can appear flat. But artists can learn to
add dimension to their work with these techniques, illustrations, and exercises
that show how to achieve effects with light and shadow.
What does every budding artist need to know about drawing? And what quick
skills can you pick up to help you on the way? In this instructive book, Barrington
Barber shows you just this, offering tips and tricks as he guides you through the
fundamental aspects of drawing. Get to grips with still-life composition, draw
dynamic bodies in motion, and capture the spectacular natural world. The
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Complete Book of Drawing is a distillation of the many skills that the aspiring
artist needs to develop. As Barrington Barber knows from his many years of
teaching and practising art, it is crucial for you to develop your own artistic style.
And, uniquely among practical art books, this is what The Complete Book of
Drawing provides. By revealing the nuances of texture, composition and
perspective, this book will enable you to look at the world around you with fresh
eyes.
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